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ABSTRACT 

This paper reports on work performed to investigate the use of 

a combined Part of Speech (POS) tagging and a minimum edit 

operations algorithm to determine the level of similarity 

between pairs of Arabic text documents. The level of 

similarity can be used as an indication of duplication in full or 

in part of the document's  content. Text is  first converted into 

POS tags that are then fed to the string similarity algorithm to 

determine the similarity of pairs of documents. A normalized 

score is calculated and used to rank documents. Documents 

ranked higher than some selected threshold are considered 

similar and can be near or complete duplicate. The performed 

experiments compare results based on the use of a set of 

selected common subsequences that are the results of 

translation of text into a sequence of syntactical units. The 

strings are first produced using full-text (FULL). These are 

further refined to produce a REDUCED; where repeated 

consecutive characters are reduced to a single character and a 

number, and more refined to produce a UNIQUE string; 

where all repeating characters are replaced by a single 

character. Syntactical features of the text were used as a 

structural representation of the documents' content. Results 

obtained from the experiments using the FULL, the 

REDUCED and the UNIQUE POS-strings showed a clear 

advantage over the use of the plain text in terms of reduced 

string size while maintaining the same discrimination power. 

In particular the unique (most-reduced) string has shown quite 

comparable results to the reduced, the full and the actual text 

string. 

Keywords 

Arabic text processing; syntactical structures; document 

similarity; reduction;  edit-based string similarity; copy 

detection. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Document analysis and re-use detections using some text 

similarity measures have become an important processing 

technique in light of  the growth of the web and the 

emergence of digital libraries. The multiple lingualism of such 

data explosion further necessitates the need for more robust, 

efficient and universal tools. Most work in this area is based 

on actual text (characters or words) representations and 

processing. It spans many fields of research including, among 

many other applications, copy/ near-copy detection [1,2], 

plagiarism [3-5], Information Retrieval (IR) [6,7] and 

computational biology [8-10,12]. Many such applications 

employee a combination of techniques and apply to 

multidisciplinary fields [13,14,15]. 

This paper reports on a work that investigated how related 

Arabic documents can be treated as modified versions of one 

another using edit operations [16-18]. It compares results 

based on the use of a set of selected sequences that are the 

result of POS-tagging of Arabic text. The process uses a 

single sequence of the full document, and  the more refined 

(reduced and unique) sequences extracted from the POS 

sequences. 

Such transformation of text is the result of  looking at 

documents variations as attempts to modify existing text 

whether maliciously (plagiarize) or purposefully (reducing or 

expanding on text articles) as a total cut-and-paste, insertion, 

deletion and/or substitution.  

In this transformation, syntactical features of the text 

represented in terms of POS-tags were created and used as a 

structural representation of the document's text content. 

Secondly, each document was further compared using edit-

based similarity [19]  using the FULL POS-sequence and the 

refined (REDUCED and UNIQUE) sequences. The set of 

unique sequences in particular are shorter strings that are the 

result of removing any repeating subsequences. At the end a 

normalized score between 0 and 1 was calculated and used to 

rank the documents. Documents ranked higher than some 

determined threshold are considered similar if not duplicate. 

Taking advantage of syntactic properties derived as POS 

tagged strings and using such strings instead of actual text in 

the similarity calculation has the advantages of representing 

text using meaningful, well-defined and clearly-represented 

set of units. This can also capture some semantics contained 

in the writing style of authors and the relationships defined by 

the used style, selection of word/phrase types and the ordered 

tag units. Moreover, reduction  of text to its syntactical 

structures reduces the dimensionality of the document 

allowing us to deal with much shorter strings instead of the 

full text. Such reduction  minimizes information loss when 

compared with processing based on mere text of characters or 

group of words as practiced by various n-gram, shingle-based 

techniques [20,21] and IR in general. Reduction in text 

representative to be used for comparison enables the efficient 

use of  sequence compression algorithms  such as LCS and 

other string approximation methods [22,16]. 

Experimental validation of the suggested procedure was 

performed using a human-created and classified corpus [23]. 

Results obtained showed a clear advantage of using the 

produced strings in terms of reduced size while maintaining 

the same discrimination power as that of the original text. 

The rest of the paper is made up of sections: Section 2 is 

related work; section 3 is the proposed procedure, section 4 

contains a description of  the data set used and the 

experiments performed, section 5  contains a presentation and 

discussion of the results obtained and finally section 6 

contains  the conclusion and future work.  
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2. RELATED WORK 
The combined use of syntactical POS tagging and text 

processing methods for the purpose of text similarity 

calculations and its applications is a recent endeavor. It is 

based on the idea that a realization of the intuition that similar 

(duplicate) documents would have similar (exact) syntactical 

structure. In particular, those documents that contain (reuse) 

other documents or parts of other documents would certainly 

contain similar structures. This is more certain when the 

production or refinement of new documents is the result of 

reduction, expansion, plagiarism or modifications. More on 

the use of syntactic properties and POS tagging to determine 

similarity of text by way of comparing POS strings can be 

found in [20,22,24-26]. A brief mention is provided next. 

A major hurdle in comparing text can be attributed to the 

differences on the makeup of the strings on one hand and the 

lack of a theory that can be used for explaining this makeup 

on another. Different methods and approaches have been used 

to tackle the issue of similarities between documents using 

semantically and syntactically motivated approaches. 

Semantic approaches receive less attention due to the 

difficulties of representing semantics and the limitations on 

assessment coverage of user studies [27, 28]. Other mostly 

non-semantically oriented techniques have received more 

attention. These include fingerprinting [29], IR [6] and many 

hybrid techniques [5,13,14]. In information retrieval models, 

more emphasis is put on representing documents by  their 

words and word frequencies. It uses indexing with an 

appropriate model to evaluate documents similarity [6]. 

Looking at a lump of text as a string made of meaningful, well 

defined and numerable units (alphabets), means that modified 

(and thus similar) text can be thought of as an intervention or 

application of edit operations commonly found in bio-

sequences analysis of insertion, deletions and substitutions 

[16-18]. 

Work presented here is a continuation of previous 

experiments intended to take advantage of syntactical 

structures in finding similar text (particularly documents) [20-

22,24,25,26].  

3. THE PROPOSED PROCEDURE 
To evaluate the proposed approach, a dataset taken from [23] 

was used without any previous knowledge of  its contents. 

The used data set was made into a set of 1000 separate  files. 

Each file contained text on a supposedly different subject 

indicated with one of Economics, Art, Politics, or Sports as 

labeled by the corpus providers. The corpus is compromised 

of 200 documents per topic or label. Table 1 has an example 

of a very short document. 

In processing the documents the following steps were 

followed: 

a) Text documents were first tagged using Stanford tagger 

(for Arabic Language) on the level of the whole 

document (FULL). 

b) Tagged-text is then converted into a string of single-

character symbols for ease and efficiency of processing. 

c) The resulting full-document (FULL) based POS strings 

are further treated to produce what a refined or Reduced 

(REDUCED)  and Unique (UNIQUE) set. Reduced set 

is the set produced by substituting the repeated 

consecutive characters with single character and a 

number reflecting the count of the repeats. The unique 

tag sequences where produced by the removal of all 

repeating characters  and substituting them by the mere 

single repeated character. 

d) The string similarity algorithm  described in [31] was 

run on the  all set of strings (Plain Text, POS-strings for 

PLAIN, FULL, REDUCED and UNIQUE). 

e) A generalized final score between 0 and 1 based on the  

produced strings, is to be used for similarity ranking 

and comparison. 

Obtained results were analyzed and compared to figure out 

the level of correctly classified documents on one hand and to 

compare the accuracy of using the different refined strings 

and substrings as compared to use of the actual text string. A 

brief description of the proposed procedure is shown in Figure 

1. Over all phase of the used procedure are briefly described 

next:  

1) Reduction of each document's text into a set of (POS) 

tags without exclusion of any stop words, stemming or 

removal of numbers, punctuation or special characters. 

Stanford Log-linear Part-Of-Speech Tagger [32,33], was 

adopted and used for this work. 

2) Similarity algorithm is applied and a score is calculated 

for the text as is as well three types of POS strings (Full-

text, Reduced and Unique).  

3) Paired documents are then ranked based on the similarity 

score and analyzed. 

In processing the documents the following steps were 

followed: 

a) Text documents were first tagged using Stanford tagger 

(for Arabic Language) on the level of the whole 

document. 

b) Tagged-texts are then converted into string of single-

character symbols for easy and efficiency of 

processing. 

c) The resulting full-document(FULL) based POS strings 

are further treated to produce the REDUCED  and 

UNIQUE sets. Reduced set is the set produced by 

substituting the repeated consecutive characters with 

single character and a number reflecting the count of 

the repeats. The unique tag sequences where produced 

by the removal of all repeating characters  and 

substituting them by the mere single repeated character. 

d) The string similarity algorithm  described in [31] was 

run on all the sets of strings: Pure text, its POS-string, 

the Reduced and Unique strings. 

e) A generalized final score between 0 and 1 based on the  

produced strings, was used for similarity ranking and 

comparison. 

The used string similarity algorithm as described in [31] 

roughly works by looking at the smallest number of edits to 

change of edits to change one string into the other. It 

calculates the similarity index of its two arguments. A value 

of 0 means that the strings are entirely different. A value 

of 1 means that the strings are identical. Everything else lies 

between 0 and 1 describes the partial similarity between the 

strings. 
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Fig 1: Overall depiction of the proposed procedure 

4. DATASETS AND  EXPERIMENTS 
To evaluate the proposed approach, a dataset taken from [23] 

was used with no previous idea of  its contents. The data set 

was divide into 1000 separate  files. Each file contained text 

on a supposedly different subject indicated with one of 

Economics, Art, Politics, or Sports as labeled by the corpus 

providers. The corpus is compromised of 200 documents per 

topic or label. Table 1 has an example of a short document's 

text, POS-Tagged, and single-symbol strings along with the 

more refined (REDUCED AND UNIQUE) strings. 

Obtained results were analyzed and compared to figure out 

the percentage of correctly classified documents on one hand 

and to compare the accuracy of using the different strings and 

as compared to use of the actual text string.  

As described above in the proposed procedure, the conducted 

experiment  included: 

a) Tagging of documents and feeding the resulting strings 

of tags to mentioned similarity algorithm to compare and 

calculate the similarity score for the whole set of 

documents. 

b) A set of new refined (REDUCED AND UNIQUE) 

strings were then created and used as in step (1) above in 

order to calculate similarity based on these new 

substrings. 

c) The results from both previous steps were compared and 

analyzed.  The results of each of the performed steps are 

explained next. 

As documents were  relatively short and the corpus was small, 

the similarity function was directly applied on the actual text 

without any preprocessing. 

The results of this were used as a baseline in comparing the 

results of the tagged and refined strings. 

5. RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND 

DISCUSSIONS 
To investigate the utility of the proposed procedure in 

identifying meaningful different levels of similarity allowing 

for copy detection in Arabic-based text. Two approaches were 

used in pair-wise documents comparison. 

Both approaches looked at the percentage of documents with 

high/low similarity scores (referred to as TOP/BOTTOM 

ranges from here on) across the three sequence types . The 

three types of tagged strings (Full, Reduced, and Unique)  

were  also looked at and compared  to the  raw text-level 

strings of the contents of the document. 

Table 1. Sample Document and Its Produced Strings  

#516 Plain Text (Smallest text document) Size roughly 1000 Char: 

 هراكش تتحىل عاصوة للفي الساتع

جوعت هراكش هشاهٍر السٌٍوا العرتٍة والعالوٍة ههرجاًهن السٌٍوائً الذولً الراتع تن  .

اختٍار ارتعة عشر شرٌطا دولٍا للوساتقة الرسوٍة تعرض للورة االولى تتغٍة االفالم 

الفرًسٍة وتشارك الوغرب تشرٌط واحذ حضىر ًجىم السٌٍوا العرب اضفى الوهرجاى 

 روًقا خاصا ار تن تكرٌن الوخرج الوصري ٌىسف شاهٍي

POS-Tagged :()  ADJ/الساتع NN/للفي NN/عاصوة VBP/تتحىل NNP/هراكش 

./PUNC جوعت/VBD هراكش/NNP هشاهٍر/NN السٌٍوا/DTNN العرتٍة/DTJJ 

 VBD/تن ADJ/الراتع DTJJ/الذولً DTNN/السٌٍوائً JJ/ههرجاًهن JJ/والعالوٍة

 DTJJ/الرسوٍة NN/للوساتقة JJ/دولٍا NN/شرٌطا NN/عشر CD/ارتعة NN/اختٍار

 DTJJ/الفرًسٍة DTNN/االفالم VBP/تتغٍة ADJ/االولى NN/للورة VBP/تعرض

 NN/ًجىم NN/حضىر JJ/واحذ NN/تشرٌط DTNNP/الوغرب NNP/وتشارك

 JJ/خاصا NN/روًقا DTNN/الوهرجاى VBD/اضفى DTJJ/العرب DTNN/السٌٍوا

 NNP/ٌىسف DTJJ/الوصري DTNN/الوخرج NN/تكرٌن VBD/تن IN/ار

 NNP ./PUNC/شاهٍي

Single-Sym( ): sJJXRJABggABRJEJJgJBsJsABcJgJJABRAJgGRJABX 

Reduced POS: sJ2XRJABg2ABRJEJ2gJBsJsABcJgJ2ABRAJgGRJABX 

Unique POS():sJXRJABgABRJEJgJBsJsABcJgJABRAJgGRJABX 

 

Since it has been shown that the vocabulary of written text 

can overlap by 50% [19], the investigation focused on the top 

15% (TOP-Range) score results and bottom 15% (BOTTOM-

Range) ones.  It is  believed that such percentages are 

sufficient to clearly show the utility of the idea. These cut-offs 

values were experimentally selected as was confirmed by the 

presence of clear gaps in the scores. For example, there was a 

jump in score from 0.900 to 0.666 in the actual text's and its 

POS-tagged strings. The calculated scores presented a 

convenient cut-off-value. 

In the first approach a look at the classifications power of the 

procedure in the specified ranges (TOP/BOTTOM) to 

compare the three  refined string representatives (FULL, 

REDUCED, UNIQUE) to those of the baseline text (Plain-

Text). The idea is that similarly scored documents in the TOP 

(BOTTOM) range should contain less misclassification and 

vice versa.  

In the second approach, a look at whether similarly scored 

documents do actually contain similar text. This required 

manual study of the contents of those documents scored in the 

specified ranges to confirm results. 

Investigations of the correct classification in the specified 

ranges served as  a validation of the results. It is worth noting 

that the 1000-document data set was used as-is except for one 

blank document which was removed. 

Table 1 describes the obtained results showing identical 

results in TOP-range for all string types. As a matter of fact 

the full-set of 16 document pairs rated above 0.90 and all were 

exact duplicates. Even the 1 shown to have different topic (as 

per the corpus creators) it turn out to be the same text 

document that apparently mislabeled. This was apparently a 

mistake on part so the corpus creators. 

Arabic 

Text Docs 

Sanford Tagging 

Tag 

Optimization 

and Reduction 

Best 

Matches 

Edit-Based 

Similarity 

calculations 

Tagged 

strings 

Reduced 

& Unique 

Strings 
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The importance of such results is in the fact that all different 

string types included the refined (reduced and certainly most 

reduced unique) set to give same distinguishing power.  

Table 2. Top/ Bottom range  match and mismatch  

String 

Type 

Ave SIZE 

Percentage 

TOP Range  

0.85-1.00 

BOTTOM Range 

 0.0-0.15 

PLAIN  2.41(100%) 1/16 99.94% 449/586 76.72% 

TAGGED 0.18(7.3%) 1/16 99.94% 5/12 41.67% 

REDUCED 0.17( 6.97%) 1/16 99.94% 5/14 35.71% 

UNIQUE 0.15.06%) 1/16 99.94% 0/6 0.00% 

 

These were interesting results considering the fact that the 

refined  (reduced and the unique) set were smaller than the 

plain tagged set and certainly much smaller than the original 

documents as is shown in Table 1. The total reduction of the 

size relative to the original text was 94%. Such reduction in 

size can translate to huge savings in string processing and 

manipulation time. 

Analyzing the BOTTOM range proved a little complicated 

due to the large number of documents falling in that range. It  

could, however, be seen that a lot more pairs were classified 

as different. This means that the systems have done a good job 

in not misclassifying in the bottom range. It would have been 

bad if documents were matching (i. e. classified as similar or 

identical) were found in this rage. 

In general, the following  important observations can be 

made: 

a) All three string types had the same set of pairs of 

documents ranked in the TOP range, in different orders 

though. 

b) All the TOP ranked pairs were actual duplicates 

including one that was mistakenly mislabeled. 

c) There was one pair that ranked a little lower (missed by 

the used bracket of 0.85 or more) in all categories of 

strings even though it is a very near duplicate. 

d) Couple of more pairs were ranked closer to the top (with 

similarity above 0.7 ) that were verified as similar in the 

topic and the issues, personalities or situations discussed 

in them. 

e) One case that is a very similar pair was picked up by the 

three resulting strings but not by the original text's string. 

This was an interesting case in that it was consistently 

shown similar (0.68) but was not at all picked up by the 

text string. 

f) Other cases were also picked up at a lower similarity 

score by four different categories but never consistently 

and in all cases with other non-similar ones. 

g) The BOTTOM bracket varied in the number of cases 

falling in that range with text-based string way more 

populated but in all categories the % of  mismatched was 

much higher close to 40% with hardly any similar pairs. 

It should be duly noted that non-text based categories have 

shown equivalent results in the  detection of duplicates, near 

duplicates and partially similar ones. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper reported on work performed to investigate the use 

combined Part of Speech (POS) tagging and string similarity 

algorithm that use some minimum edit operations to detect 

duplication and similarity between pairs of Arabic text 

documents. Documents' text are converted into POS tags that 

are then fed to string similarity algorithms to determine the 

similarity when comparing any two documents. A normalized 

score is calculated and used to rank documents. 

Syntactical features of the text were used as a structural 

representation of the documents' content. Each document is 

further compared using a set of tag sequences. The full 

document's tagged string (FULL)  was further refined by 

removing any repeating subsequences (REDUCED) and by 

using an even smaller subset compromised of the unique 

characters (UNIQUE). 

The obtained results based on the use of a set of selected 

sequences that were the result of translation of text into its 

sequence of syntactical unit compared to the more refined 

sequences (FULL, REDUCED and UNIQUE) were 

compared. The compression showed a clear advantage of 

using the refined strings in terms of reduced size while still 

maintaining the same discrimination power as that of the 

original text. 

Overall results obtained by the performed experiments 

entailed encouraging results showing a clear advantage of 

using the refined representation using POS-Tags  in terms of 

text reduced size while maintaining the same discrimination 

power as that of the original text. 

Future work will include further evaluations of the efficiency 

of the proposed idea in terms of processing time. The 

evaluation will compare results of using POS-Tagging to 

other similarity calculation methods such as fingerprinting 

and n-grams. Other applications such as text categorization 

and clustering based on the POS-tagged strings will be 

investigated.  
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